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NTNU local 
action plan

USSiT: University-School Cooperation in 
Trondheim

The goals of the collaboration are:
• Strengthened teacher education
• Strengthened research and development 
(R&D) work in the university schools
• Strengthened educational research
• Sharing the results of the collaboration and 
strengthening other schools and teacher 
education institutions in the region.



Water competence
Egil Gjølme



Water Competence and Teacher 
education in Norway (NTNU)

1. Implement water competence in teacher 
Education 

2. Developing the Water Competence - Flipped 
learning project

3. Promote «Water competence» for New 
Norwegians 



National Curriculum (KRO01-05)
2. grade 4 . grade 7.grade 10.grade

- play and perform basic 
exercises such as diving, 
floating, gliding, creating 
momentum, jumping out 
and orienting oneself in 
water

- practice safe traffic by 
the water and being able 
to call for help

- be able to swim by 
falling into deep water, 
swim 100 meters on the 
stomach, and dive down 
and pick up an object 
with your hands, stop and 
rest for 3 minutes (while 
floating on your stomach, 
orienting, rolling over, 
floating on your 
back); then swim 100 feet 
on your back and get up 
from the water on a safe 
way

- perform basic 
techniques in swimming 
on front, on the back and 
under water

- assess safety in outdoor 
activities in nature and 
carry out self-rescue in 
water

- perform varied 
swimming techniques and 
be able to swim  a longer 
distance based on their 
own goals

- understand and carry 
out life saving in, on and 
by water in nature

- understand and 
implement lifesaving first 
aid



«Stephen J. Langendorfer og Lawrence D. Bruya



THEORY

(Studentene leser denne i forkant av 
workshop). 



Water Safety, New Zealand, 2019 





Flipped learning and Water Competence









PLUSS



PLUSS
DEVELOP PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES 
BETWEEN TEACHER EDUCATORS ON CAMPUS AND 

SCHOOL AND STUDENTS

DEVELOP SHARED UNDERSTANDING ABOUT THE 
CURRICULUM IN TEACHER EDUCATION AND 

TOGETHER BE ABLE TO SYSTEMATICALLY PLAN, 
IMPLEMENT AND EVALUATE TEACHING OF TEACHER 

STUDENTS



Watch a presentation of
PLUSS here:

https://youtu.be/97cSyuFiLPQ

https://youtu.be/97cSyuFiLPQ


Method used: 
change
laboratory

(Engeström & Sannino, 2010)

STARTING WITH THE 
IDENTIFICATION OF KEY 

PROBLEMS IN THE CURRENT 
PRACTICE

HISTORICAL AND EMPIRICAL 
ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEMIC 
CONTRADICTIONS AT THE 
ROOT OF THE PROBLEMS, 

MODELLING OF A NEW 
SOLUTION

THE INITIAL TESTING AND 
IMPLEMENTING THE MODEL IN 

SMALL-SCALE PILOT AREAS

FULL-SCALE IMPLEMENTATION, 
FOLLOW-UP, AND 

ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT 
OF THE NEW SOLUTION IN 

PRACTICE



NTNU

RECITE
Local action plan
Anne Berit Emstad



First stage

Identify topics from current research practice in Teacher Education, 
across a range of themes, as follows:
• Education and childhood
• Arts and physical education
• Natural science and mathematics
• Culture and society
• Language and diversity
• Vocational and professional studies



Second stage

Create an action plan, with the aim of implementing a change in 
Research Culture and achieving systematic co-creation between actors

Co-creation is a basic form of work in USSiT that will contribute to 
strengthening practice relevance and the teaching profession, but also 
to the development of practice-based educational research 



Milestones

• Information
• Mapping phase

Milestone A

• Coupling ideas and people
• Co-creation of projects
• Assessment of applications

Milestone B

• Startup
• Follow up
• Evaluation seminar

Milestone C



Results

The mapping phase resulted in 
40 submitted ideas

21 applications were received. 
Support was granted for 11 
projects



Conclusion

The announcement of R&D funds and the related process has resulted 
in 14 new R&D projects in the university schools. All together, these 
projects will be able to contribute to achieving the following objectives: 
• New, practice-relevant and research-based knowledge about school 

and teacher education 
• Practice-based research methods in school and teacher education 
• Research-based teacher education 
• Knowledge-based teaching and supervision practices in the school



Impact and challenges

• Achieving systematic co-creation between actors from different 
organizations 
• Co-creation is a basic form of work in USSiT that will contribute to 

strengthening practice relevance and the teaching profession, but also to 
the development of practice-based educational research
• A major challenge regarding research circulation in Teacher Education is 

how to establish and maintain productive learning relations between the 
partners. 
• The challenges are that the schools want projects that are based on their 

needs, but it is challenging to find school-based projects that embrace all 
school types and researchers who are interested in overarching topics. 



Further outputs

• book proposal: Co-created knowledge development in 
school: Where practice and research meet (2022). This peer 
reviewed book will contribute new knowledge about how 
collaboration between school and university, school staff 
and researchers can contribute to useful practice-based 
research, professional development and school 
development.

• New co-created projects


